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Resumen

We study a mathematical model proposed in the literature with the aim of describing the interac-
tions between tumor cells and the immune system, when a periodic treatment of immunotherapy
is applied. Combining some techinques from nonlinear analysis (degree theory, lower and upper
solutions, and theory of free-homeomorphisms in the plane) we give a detailed global analysis
of the model. We also observe that for certain therapies, the maximum level of aggressiveness
of a cancer, for which the treatment works (or does not work), can be computed explicitly. .
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1. Introduction
Biological tissue is composed by cells and their molecular products. These cells grow and die in

mass following a determined pattern. However a cancer begins when the cells of a tissue proliferate
in an uncontrolled manner. This fast growth produces an accumulation of cells in the affected area
which turns out in the so-called tumor cells. During this period new tumor cells variant may emerge
with various mutations that further increase the overall resistance to immune attack and invade new
healthy tissues.

Developing dynamical models which can be employed to describe and predict tumor evolution
has been the focus of a considerable amount of research work in the past decades (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3,
6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]). The majority of these works
are based on mathematical models describing the competition interaction between the immune cells
and cancer cells, which can be described by a system of Lotka-Volterra type equations (see, e.g.,
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[9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19, 21, 22, 25, 27, 28, 32]). Analyzing the most known finite dimensional models
in the literature (in absence of therapy) one may observe the following features:

Existence of a tumor-free equilibrium (that is a certain state where the immune cells exist in
absence of the tumor cells).

Depending on the biological parameters involving the interaction between the immune-tumor
system, there is a possibility that the tumor size may tend to +∞.

Possible existence of a small size tumor equilibrium which coexists with the tumor-free one.

In oncology is not sufficient to explain these basic phenomena, it also requires strategies to bet-
ter fight, and hopefully eradicate the disease. The efforts in this direction is focused in combining
therapies from different orientations. The most known are the so-called hormonal therapies, chemot-
herapies, radiotherapies, targeted therapies and the immunotherapy. However if one adds a therapy
in the above-mentioned models many complex dynamical properties appear. In this framework it is
hard to find explicitly domains of attraction for the tumor nonlinear dynamics and so looking for
its possible eradication.

Focusing our attention in the immunotherapy models, in [27] the authors proposed a Volterra-like
model to study the interaction between a population of tumor cells (denoted by X) and a population
of immune cells (denoted by Y ) defined by:

X ′ = aX − bXY,
Y ′ = dXY − fY − κX + u+ θ(ωτ).

(1)

Here, the tumor cells have an exponential growth and the coefficients have a biological meaning in
terms of competition between two species. This model has been studied in depth both in case of
absence of therapy and in case of a particular therapy by using as a test function θ(τ) := 0,5A(1 +
cos(4πτν)), with ν > 0. The studies show that the model fits data well from experimental and in vivo
tumors in early stage (see, e.g., [20]), but it is physically inconsistent if the tumor size is large (see
[10]). However it was of great interest because connects the killing of immune cells with a function
depending on the size tumor, which may cause in some cases generalized immunosuppression (see,
e.g., [8, 26] and their references).

Inspired by this model, A. d’Onofrio suggested in [10] a general family of models based on this
consideration (a general influx function in the immune system) and including other ones biologically
reasonable taken out from classical models. That is,

X ′ = X(αξ(X)− φ(X)Y ),

Y ′ = −Ψ(X)Y + %g(X) + θ(ωτ),
(2)

where the meaning of the parameters can be seen in detail in [10]; X and Y are variables interpreted
as in the Sololongo model. Depending on the parameter Ψ, a cancer can be classified by its degree
of aggressiveness against the immune system (see [13, p. 616]): if Ψ(X) > 0 the cancer is considered
highly aggressive; on the contrary, if Ψ(X) changes sign, it is lowly aggressive.

The objective of this paper is to study in depth a particular case of (2) and using this model
to analyze the global dynamical behavior of an aggressive cancer which fits well with its biological
parameters. In particular, we shall analyze the model

X ′ = aX − bXY,
Y ′ = `XY − fY + %g(X) + θ(ωτ),

(3)

where ` < 0 (notice that here Ψ(X) := f − `X), θ is a non-negative τ∗−periodic therapy and
g : [0,+∞)→ (0,+∞) is a decreasing function satisfying

g(0) = 1, ĺım
X→+∞

g(X) = 0. (4)
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2. Main results
In this model there is a periodically varying tumor-free solution of the form (0, YP (τ)), where YP (τ)
is the unique τ∗/ω−periodic solution of the linear equation

Y ′ = −fY + θ(ωτ) + %.

The result below shows that the local behavior of this solution is in accordance with the clinical
evidence, displaying that in some cases the immune system is able to eliminate small tumors (see,
e.g., [4]). Precisely, we will discuss the conditions under which this solution is asymptotic stable or
unstable. To formulate this result, we introduce the number

θ :=
1

τ∗

∫ τ∗

0

θ(s)ds.

Theorem 1. There exists (XP , YP ) : R → R2 a unique τ∗/ω−periodic solution of (3) lying in the
first quadrant of the plane, such that mı́nτ∈RXP (τ) = 0. Moreover, assuming that

θ >
af − %b

b
, (5)

the solution is asymptotically stable. Otherwise, it is unstable if

θ <
af − %b

b
. (6)

We will prove this result in Subsection 3.2 under a general framework, i.e., here we still do not require
that ` < 0. Moreover, following the terminology adopted in [10], from Theorem 1 we point out that
if af%b < g(0) = 1 the immune system works well and it is able to destroy small tumors in absence of
therapy (i.e., tumor-free equilibrium is asymptotically stable when θ = 0); or the opposite, there is
immunosuppression (i.e., tumor-free equilibrium is unstable when θ = 0) if af%b > g(0) = 1.
Following our study, we will assume that ` < 0 from now on. In this setting the stimulation of
the immune system by an external treatment in such a way that (5) holds can lead to a periodic
coexistence state (the tumor and immune cells are uniformly persistent in time). The result below
also asserts that the occurrence of such a cancer-present state depends strongly on the initial size
population of these cells.

Theorem 2. There exists (XT , YT ) : R→ R2 a τ∗/ω−periodic solution of (3) such that

mı́n
τ∈R

XT (τ) > 0, mı́n
τ∈R

YT (τ) ≥ 0, (7)

if and only if (5) holds. Moreover (XT , YT ) is the unique solution of (3) satisfying this property.

Although this statement could be regarded as a mathematical curiosity rather than a biological
relevant state, it will play a crucial role to understand the global dynamics of this model. Indeed,
depending on the initial size population of tumor and immune cells before starting with a treatment,
the model exhibits one of the following dynamics:

The population of tumor cells will grow uncontrollably.

The population of tumor cells will disappear.

The population of tumor cells will tend to the above-mentioned periodic coexistence state,
which will be denoted by (XT , YT ) from now on.
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To state this result precisely we introduce some notation. In what follows we denote by (X(τ,X0, Y0), Y (τ,X0, Y0))
the unique solution of the Cauchy problem for the equation (3); that is, the solution of (3) satisfying
X(0) = X0 and Y (0) = Y0. Biologically X0 ≥ 0 (resp. Y0 ≥ 0) is connected with the size population
of tumor cells (resp. immune cells) just before starting with the therapy. Hence, X(τ,X0, Y0) (resp.
Y (τ,X0, Y0)) is connected with the number of tumor cells (resp. immune cells) at time τ ≥ 0. Now
we can set the following result.

Theorem 3. Assume (5). Then, there exist 0 ≤ Z0 < Z1 ≤ +∞, an interval J ⊆ R and a continuous
function Φ̂ : J → R which is increasing such that its graph

W :=
{

(X, Φ̂(X)) : X ∈ J
}

divides the first quadrant of the plane into two regions:

D− := {(X,Y ) : Y > Φ̂(X)} ∪ (0, Z0)× [0,+∞),

D+ := {(X,Y ) : Y < Φ̂(X)} ∪ [Z1,+∞)× [0,+∞).

Here either J = [Z0, Z1) if Z0 > 0 or J = (0, Z1) otherwise. These regions determine the dynamic
of the solutions to the system (3) in the following way:

If (X0, Y0) ∈ D− =⇒ X(τ,X0, Y0)→ 0 as τ → +∞.

If (X0, Y0) ∈ D+ =⇒ X(τ,X0, Y0)→ +∞ as τ → +∞.

If (X0, Y0) ∈W =⇒ |XT (τ)−X(τ,X0, Y0)|+ |YT (τ)− Y (τ,X0, Y0)| → 0 as τ → +∞.

After proving this theorem we can distinguish four dynamical cases where the expectancies of cure are
qualitatively different. However, if one desires to obtain quantitative implications in oncology from
an analytical point of view, the set W has to be analyzed. As we will see, this is where determined
characteristics of the therapy will play an important role.

In what follows we shall consider the function

p : R→ R, p(t) :=
af − bθ

(
ωt
a

)
a2

. (8)

The result below shows that if

ĺım sup
t→+∞

1

t

∫ t

0

∫ s

0

p(r)drds < +∞ (9)

we can discard the cases (a) and (b) in Figure 3. Condition (9) is strongly connected with the type
of therapy applied in the region affected by the cancer and whereas it is not true that all therapies
verifying (5) satisfy (9), it is true that many do so increasing its intensity.

Theorem 4. Suppose (9) and

θmin := mı́n
t∈R

θ(t) >
af − %b

b
.

Then the following estimate holds:

Z0 ≥ x̃ e−
2a(1+p∗)

f > 0.

Here, x̃ is implicitly defined by

g(x̃)− |`|a
%b

x̃ = máx

{
af − bθmin

%b
, 0

}
, and p∗ := sup

t∈[0,+∞)

1

t

∫ t

0

∫ s

0

p(r)drds.
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In order to understand the applicability of this result it is useful to introduce the number

µ∗ := x̃e−
2a(1+p∗)

f ,

where x̃ > 0 and 0 ≤ p∗ < +∞ are defined by Theorem 4. This number is explicit and it can be
computed taking into account the characteristics of the detected cancer. Its main property consists
in estimating analytically the effectiveness of a treatment with the characteristics of Theorem 4, by
knowing the type of cancer and the sizes of populations involved, just before to start it. Indeed,
denoting by X0 ≥ 0 the initial size population of tumor cells, under the assumptions of Theorem 4,
if X0 ≤ µ∗ then either the cancer will disappear or (only if X0 = µ∗) the cancer may tend to coexist
with the immune cells (see Figure 1).

(0, yP ) (xT , yT )

(X0, Y0)

D−

D+

W

µ∗
X

Y

Figura 1: The x− and y− axes are connected with the variables X and Y of the model (3) res-
pectively, i.e., they indicate the number of initial tumor and immune cells coexisting in the af-
fected region before starting with the therapy. The asymptotic behavior of a solution of the form
(X(τ,X0, Y0), Y (τ,X0, Y0)) is shown in the picture with a black arrow departing from the point
(X0, Y0), being particularly relevant the asymptotic behavior of X(τ,X0, Y0) as τ → +∞ (see Theo-
rem 3). In this sense, the points (xT , yT ) and (0, yP ) are the initial states which lead to two perio-
dically varying solutions: the first one is connected with a cancer-present solution, whereas that the
second one is connected with a tumor-free solution. Finally, µ∗ estimates analytically the density of
tumor cells that a patient with cancer should initially have to improve during the treatment period.

In contrast with some studies in the literature dealing with non-aggressive tumors, Theorem 3 shows
that the immunotherapy is not able to guarantee the global eradicability of a highly-aggressive
tumor without depending on the initial values X0 and Y0. However Theorem 4 connects well with
such studies through the following corollary:

Corollary 1. Assume that

θmin ≥
af

b
. (10)

Then, µ∗ → +∞ as %b
|`| → +∞.

This result asserts that the expectancies of cure to a treatment satisfying (10) increases as the
value %b

|`| grows, becoming arbitrary large if %b
|`| is so. In particular, Corollary 1 connects with [13,

Proposition 7.1], which is formulated in our setting as:
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Theorem (d’Onofrio [13]). Assume (10) and ` = 0. Then under a therapy modeled by θ, the tumor
cells will be eradicated independently from the initial tumor burden.

An analogous study reveals that under the condition

ĺım inf
t→+∞

1

t

∫ t

0

∫ s

0

p(r)drds > −∞ (11)

one may describing in more details what is happening in the cases under discussion; i.e., the cases
(c) and (d) shown in Figure 3. Indeed, in this setting Z1 defined in Theorem 3 can be estimated. In
fact, we can provide even more information estimating the function Φ̂ (also introduced in Theorem
3) in a neighborhood of Z1.

Theorem 5. Suppose (5) and (11). Then either

Z1 ≤ x̂ e
2a2|p∗|
af+%b < +∞

or
Φ̂(X) ≥ a

b

(
1− |p∗|+

af + %b

2a2
ln

(
X

x̂

))
for X ∈

(
x̂e

2a2|p∗|
af+%b , Z1

)
.

Here, x̂ is implicitly defined by

g(x̂)− |`|a
b
x̂ = −máx

{
bθmax − af

%b
, 0

}
, and p∗ := ı́nf

t∈[0,+∞)

1

t

∫ t

0

∫ s

0

p(r)drds,

where θmax := máx
t∈R

θ(t).

In order to discuss this result, it is useful to consider now the number

µ∗ := x̂e
2a2|p∗|
af+%b ,

where x̂ > 0 and −∞ < p∗ ≤ 0 are defined by Theorem 5. As in the above case (we refer to Theorem
4), this number is explicit and it can be computed depending on the characteristics of the detected
cancer. Intuitively speaking, µ∗ is connected with the inefficiency of a treatment of immunotherapy
satisfying (5) and (11), and hence it plays a significant role in the proliferation and invasion of the
tumor cells (see Figure 2).
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(a)

µ∗

D−

D+

W

X

Y

Υ

(b)

µ∗

D−

D+

W

X

Y

Υ

Figura 2: Figures 2a and 2b graphically show the two possibilities described by Theorem 5.
In both cases, the shaded area is included in D+. Here, Υ : [µ∗,+∞) → R, Υ(X) :=
a
b

(
1− |p∗|+ af+%b

2a2 ln
(
X
x̂

))
.2

As a consequence of Theorem 5, in terms of µ∗ we can state:

Corollary 2. Suppose (5) and (11). If

X0 ≥ µ∗, Y0 ≤
a
(

1− |p∗|+ af+%b
2a2 ln

(
X0

x̂

))
b

, (12)

X(τ,X0, Y0)→ +∞ as τ → +∞. In particular (12) holds when X0 ≥ µ∗ and Y0 ≤ a
b .

See e.g. [13, Section 7] (see also, e.g., [10, Proposition 1]) for more results in this direction.
2This figure departs from Figure 1, hence we adopt its elements and terminology for convenience.
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(a) (b)Z0 = 0 Z0 = 0

D−

D+

D−

D+

W

W

(c) (d)Z0Z0

D−

D+

D−

D+

W

W

Figura 3: Significant dynamic cases that our model present by Theorem 3. As in Figure 1, the x−
and y− axes are connected with the variables X and Y , i.e., they indicate the number of initial
tumor and immune cells coexisting in the affected region before starting with the therapy.
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